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Great Sun City (GSC) is a mall, casino, 
hotel and banquet center in South Africa, 
open 1993 and became the most favorite 
places for a whole family holiday. 
ParkerGuide® Parking Guidance solution 
let the client has maximized Parking Safety, 
Efficiency, Security and More… 

 
Challenge: 
GSC wanted to eliminate the stress of parking and provide its customers with world-class 
parking experience. The car park is the first customer touchpoint at the venue and the 
ParkerGuide® Parking Guidance System greatly enhances the ability to find an open space 
which allows customers to get inside the casino and hotel fast. 
▼ Want customers are quickly whisked to parking spaces, getting them to the shop and 

venues quicker. 
▼ Eliminate the stress of parking and provide its customers with world-class parking 

experience to leave the wonderful impression.  
▼ Improve the traditional security systems to get an unobstructed view of a key area even 

through in the parking space. 
▼ Instantly control the VIP parking space to park the VIP customer car or be occupied by 

others. 

 
Solution: 
GSC selected the i-View ParkerGuide® Parking Guidance solution. An obligation proof of 
solution was arranged before real installation at filed site and in the powerful function i-
View's Parking Guidance solution eliminated the barriers that GSC had been worrying.  
The revolution Parking Guidance system provided Camera base parking solution, the 
ParkCam can detect 3 parking space and display LED color via customer define for multi 
applications.  The system continues to dialogue between the parking camera and server, 
using the collected data from the verification process to analytic and regularly provides the 
facility manager with a detailed report – proving the reliability of the system in a tangible 
way. 
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Result: 
By applying the smart parking to let customers leave the wonderful impression requirements, 
GSG was able to deploy over 500 ParkCam IP cameras for their 1427 parking space. The i-
View ParkerGuide® Parking Guidance solution helped the client to extend the video 
surveillance to parking space and protect the customer car during the parking period.  CSC 
was extremely pleased with their ability to: 
▼ Average to save over 70% parking time of customers at the during the period of parking 

lots almost full and getting them to the shop and venues quicker. 
▼ Instantly control and optimum to arrange the VIP parking space, eliminating the problem 

of VIP parking space be occupied by others 
▼ Automatically discover vehicles that have been parked for a long time and never moved. 
▼ Identifies vehicles and monitors occupancy in every parking space.  
▼ Complete protect every vehicle during the parking period for security purposes. 
 

Product List: 
 

PC-2MIP-F04 ParkCam®Parking space detection camera 
 

 
PSM-1500 ParkHelper® Parking Space Management Server  

 
 

 
PSD-310D/PSD-210D/PSD-110D Parking Space 
Guidance Display  
 

 
 
PLF-5000 CarFinder®Parking Location Finding Sever 

 
 
 
 
 
Let us help you take full advantage of Parking Guidance solution Let Your Parking Simpler, 
Smarter and Safer. with our ParkerGuide® system. 
www.i-view.com.tw/parkguide-parking-guidance-system/ 
 

http://www.i-view.com.tw/ezlink
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